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Executive Summary
If we...

TRANSFORM STUDENT CULTURE

Description:

Over the last year, West Elementary has transformed student culture by providing students with clearly defined expectations, implementing consistent

routines and procedures throughout the building, following the PBIS system, and implementing the Comprehensive Student Support Model (CSSM). Our

next step will be implementation of Capturing Kids Hearts strategies and structures for all students, including gifted students. Reduce office-managed

discipline referrals by 20% from 2018-19 school year. 100% of teachers will implement the components of the CKH EXCEL model. (Engage - Welcome,

handshake, affirm; X-Plore - Explore needs: Listen, Good Things - 3 to 5 minutes only; Communicate - Content Dialogue; Empower - Develop skills: Use

and Do; Launch - End and send: make them want to come back). West Elementary's average score on all areas in our West Elementary Culture Rubric will

be proficient. PBIS participation in final quarter tier party will be 100%.

INCREASE THE QUALITY AND RIGOR OF INSTRUCTION IN ELA(WRITING)
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Description:

West Elementary has been focused on text-first planning. This is defined as teachers analyzing text for the qualitative features of text complexity and

identifying what makes it challenging for students. Text dependent questions are developed to lead the students to the central understanding and meet the

challenging aspects of the text. Teachers also write exemplar responses to the focus questions, compare it to the grade level standard and then score

student writing. A focus on student writing is our next step to continue to raise the level of rigor, which we define as challenging students to think in new and

different ways, and improve student outcomes in ELA. We will continue intentional text-first planning and provide instructional scaffolds within a lesson/unit

that support students to independently analyze passages and write in response to text. Teachers will reflect on data to design reengagement to improve

levels of mastery. Students will use AVID strategies for notetaking and organization to improve their habits of work. Students will review their data, set goals

and create portfolios of their work to increase their efficacy. 100% of teachers will implement intentional text first planning with appropriate instructional

scaffolds, as evidenced by completed planning document per unit and walk-throughs. 100% of teachers align writing instruction and feedback with

standards, as evidenced by use of rubrics/checklists for staff and student self-assessment to create a common language (Ex: Vermont Writing Project/Lucy

Calkins - Rubrics for proficiency, plus conventions by grade level TBD in PLC). 100% of students, including gifted students, will be able to independently

analyze passages and write in response to text, as measured by a portfolio of constructed responses scored by self/peers/teacher. Average score of all

students tested on ANet A3 third quarter benchmark assessment will meet or exceed the network average.

IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF INSTRUCTION IN MATH.

Description:

West has not focused on improvement in math. Students have historically scored below the state and district averages. Math instruction has not led to

desired results. West will begin by increasing the quality of instruction in Math through three intentional shifts. Focus: We will focus strongly where the

standards focus. Rigor: In major topics, we will pursue conceptual understanding, procedural skill and fluency, and application. Coherence: Teachers will

work together to think across grades, and link to major topics within grades. Teachers will study the major work of the grade to understand the demands

and aspects of rigor called for by the standards. They will analyze instructional materials for evidence of focus and rigor, and make adaptations as

necessary to better reflect the shifts. Teachers will use PLC meetings to examine math standards and identify concepts and skills students need to know

and be able to do. They will align their instruction to the level of rigor in the standards. Teachers will use ANet Interim benchmark assessment to backwards

plan from the schedule of assessed standards. Average score of all students tested on ANet A3 third quarter benchmark assessment will meet or exceed

the network average. 100% of teachers will use the applicable standards document to ensure the majority their instruction is focused on the major works of

the grade, as evidenced by observation. "100% of teachers will plan their instructional approach based on the aspect of rigor: conceptual, procedural and

application, needed for student mastery, as evidenced by lesson plans, walkthroughs, and PLC discussions. "
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Then we will address...

LACK OF QUALITY AND RIGOR IN INSTRUCTION.

Description:

A lack of rigor in ELA/Writing instruction has failed to support West Elementary students who struggle to own their learning. Making connections in their

daily learning to application in varied situations and on assessments is challenging for many due to lack of time for productive struggle. ELA Instruction

which challenges student thinking and uses a strength-based approach, in new and interesting ways, during daily core instruction needs to be in all

classrooms to empower them to reach mastery. Students ability to track their progress using data and set data-driven, timely, measurable goals will

increase student efficacy. Our lack of focus on math instruction has failed to support West Elementary students who struggle to own their learning. Math

Instruction which challenges student thinking at the appropriate level of rigor and focuses on the major works of each grade, in new and interesting ways,

during daily core instruction needs to be in all classrooms to empower them to reach mastery. Students' ability to track their progress using data and set

data-driven, timely, measurable goals will increase student efficacy.

LACK OF A COMPREHENSIVE STUDENT SUPPORT MODEL

Description:

West lacks a strong schoolwide community where every student takes ownership of their behavior and is willing to monitor and contribute to their positive

environment. This leads to misconceptions, lack of boundaries, and inappropriate acting out. These behaviors interfere with the learning environment and

cohesive community.

Then we will change current trends for students

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

Description:

Academic achievement is below the District and State in all catagories. All groups still fall either into Approaching or Does Not Meet categories.

ACADEMIC GROWTH

Description:
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Academic growth is below the District and State. All groups still fall either into Approaching or Does Not Meet categories.

STUDENT CULTURE

Description:

Individual student behavior referrals are declining. Although the student culture rubric indicates an overall improvement in behavior school-wide. Student

behavior still has a negative impact on time to teach and overall academic performance.

Access the School Performance Framework here:http://www.cde.state.co.us/schoolview/performance

Improvement Plan Information
Additional Information about the school

Over the past year, West Elementary has experienced a decline in enrollment, and an increase in minority and SPED subgroups. Working with CDE and the Achievement

Network over the past three years achievement as measured by Quarterly benchmarks, Dibels, AimsWeb, READ 180 and STAR testing has shown student gains in many

areas.  Although our SPF dipped this year, we believe the improvement efforts made are yielding academic progress and with some adjustments to scheduling to

increase time in core subjects and targeted intervention for subgroups our academic achievement and growth will show positive change in the coming year. 

School Contact Information
 Karen  NewtonName:  PrincipalTitle:

 25 N. 20th StreetMailing Street:  Colorado Springs CO 80904Mailing City / State/ Zip Code:

Phone:(719) 328-4902  karen.newton@d11.orgEmail:

Narrative on Data Analysis and Root Cause Identification
Description of School Setting and Process for Data Analysis

West Elementary is a part of West Campus, an integrated campus that has housed two schools over the past ten years:  West Elementary and West Middle School. 

West Elementary is a small Title I elementary school with approximately 200 students K-5.  In 2019-2020 a Pre-K program has been added.  West Campus is in the

unique community that is known as the Westside of Colorado Springs in Old Colorado City.  Since 1924, West Campus has been a core part of the Westside community.
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 The leadership model has changed over the years from two Principals, one over each school, to one Principal over both schools for 3 1/2 years, and then back to two

Principal's since February of 2017. This leadership change has allowed the Principal of West Elementary to focus on the unique needs of the elementary population.

 Staff meetings are held twice a month.  Grade level teacher teams meet in Professional Learning Communities once per week.  Many students at West elementary are

also overcoming challenges such as economic disadvantages, English Language Learning and twice exceptional labels of giftedness.  All teachers at West Elementary

are highly qualified. This is determined by reports from the D11 Human Resources department, the Colorado Department of Education, and documentation provided by

the teachers. West Elementary has an increasingly diverse population:  53.7% White; 30.4% Hispanic or Latino; 7.0% African-American; .9% American Indian or Alaska

Native; .4% Asian and 5.7% identifying as two or more races.  Special Populations encompass: 78.0% Free and reduced lunch eligible; 11.89% SPED; 4% English

Language Learners (ELL); .44% Gifted and Talented.  Over the past year our SPED population has grown by 5% and our minority population has grown by 4%. 

Enrollment has declined by 30 students from the past year. 

Elementary students are scheduled into a homeroom class where all core subject areas are taught.  Students in kindergarten through third grade are guaranteed at least

ninety minutes of core reading instruction.  Students of all disaggregated groups take courses of similar challenge throughout the school and there are no discrepancies

of note that require further action.  Teachers flexibly group students according to academic need, and some groups may receive small group instruction with another

teacher either within the grade level or across grade level.  Students who are identified as performing below grade level may receive supplemental small group reading or

math instruction in addition to the classroom instruction.  Likewise, students who are identified as gifted and talented may receive additional enrichment opportunities

within or outside of the homeroom classroom.  All students are scheduled to participate in specials classes such as vocal music, physical education, and art.  Parents

may choose to have their 4th or 5th grade student participate in instrumental music instruction within the school day.  Offerings for English Learners include sheltered

instruction in all content areas within the general education classroom and pull-out individual and small group instruction by a highly qualified ELL teacher for support in

language acquisition, depending on student need.  Instructional services for students in special education include accommodations and modifications in the general

education classroom with support by certified or classified special education staff.  Pull-out direct instruction in an individual or small group setting for language arts and

math is also provided as appropriate for student needs.   All special education services are coordinated by highly qualified special education teachers.  Our Reading

Wonders curriculum is inclusive of cultural and social diversity. Our ST Math curriculum provides non-linguistic math instruction, building foundational mathematical

concepts by removing language as a barrier in accessing the content. 

The parents/guardians of all students who enroll in District 11 fill out enrollment paperwork that includes questions about the family’s living situation. If parents/guardians

indicate that they are living in a potentially McKinney-Vento eligible situation, an enrollment follow-up letter is given to the family to gather further information. Both the

enrollment form and the follow-up letter are faxed to the Title I office for a determination of McKinney-Vento status. Schools are notified either way (eligible or not eligible).

 If a family becomes eligible for McKinney-Vento during the school year, school secretaries/data processors/registrars/liaisons are trained to inform parents/guardians of

their right to remain at that school, regardless of where the family is currently living, with district-provided transportation if the residence is outside the school of origin’s

attendance areas or in a transported zone.  
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The performance of West Elementary over its ten years has been mixed.  In the first year, West's performance status was Priority Improvement.  Over the next three

years, West performance status was Improvement.  In 2013-2014 West fell to Priority Improvement status again.  In 2014-2015, no performance status was assigned.  In

2015-2016, West was initially Priority Improvement but after a request for reconsideration, the performance status was changed to Improvement. In the 2016-2017 school

year, West Elementary School was assigned a Plan Type of Turnaround.  In 2017-2018 West Elementary performance status was Improvement. In 2018-2019 West

performance status was Priority Improvement. 

 

 

Prior Year Targets

Provide a summary of your progress in implementing the Major Improvement Strategies and if they had the intended effect on systems, adult actions,

and student outcomes (e.g. targets). 

School Performance Framework for 2018-2019 indicated the West Elementary was designated as Priority Improvement.  West Elementary is rated as Approaching

in Academic Achievement and does not Meet in Academic Growth.  Accountability Participation was Meets 95% with 100% of students tested with no parent

refusals.   In 2016-2017, West Elementary was designated as Turnaround.  In 2017-2018 West Elementary was designated at Improvement a rise of two levels. 

Success was attributed to our work with CDE and the Achievement Network to Improve the quality and rigor of instruction in ELA and improve student culture. 

For 2018-2019 West Elementary set targets to continue our path to improvement.  Teachers continued their focus on text first planning and implemented AVID

organizational strategies.  ANet Interim benchmarks were used to monitor achievement and although students did not meet the goal set of 100% at or about the

network average, students showed a constant improvement on standards assessed.  Most CMAS student targets were not met.  Percentile ranks in ELA, Math and

Science all declined.  MGP for ELA declined.  The MGP for Math increased from 33. to 35.5.  We also experienced success in the area of office managed student

behavior referrals with a decline of 50%.    Students with a significant reading deficiency in K-3 also declined by 12.5% from the beginning of the year to the end

and the number of students meeting or exceeding benchmark rose to 52%.  As we look deeply into individual student data and our changing student population, we

believe that some of our improvement strategies were too broad in nature to respond to the needs of some of our students.  In addition, an innovation with the use

of an extra FTE pulled students out of their 90 minute core ELA instruction.  Although the data indicated that these students made exceptional growth in Reading

Lexile, their performance on CMAS did not improve.     

Based on your reflection and evaluation, provide a summary of the adjustments that you will make for this year's plan. 

Based on outcomes from 2018-2019, West will provide more time in core instruction.  An intervention block has been created for each grade level that allows

intervention and extension to take place outside core instruction for ELA. 

We will add an improvement strategy for math to begin increasing the quality of instruction through focus, coherence and rigor.  We will continue our work to
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improve instruction in ELA by intentional text first planning, data reviews and a focus on student writing.  Additional AVID strategies will be introduced to teachers

and all teachers will receive coaching connected to weekly walk-throughs. We will become a Capturing Kids Hearts school  and implement strategies and

structures to continue our work to transform student culture. 

 

Current Performance

School Performance Framework for 2018-2019 indicated that West Elementary School was designated as Priority Improvement.  West Elementary School is rated

Approaching in Academic Achievement and Does Not Meet in Academic Growth.  Accountability Participation was Meets 95%.  Performance in subgroups under

Academic Achievement fell from Approaching to Does Not Meet for Minority Students in ELA and Minority Students in Math.  Academic Achievement in Science fell

for All Students and subgroups.   Academic Growth declined in ELA for All Students and subgroups. 

During 2018-2019 West focused on improving the quality and rigor of instruction in English Language Arts and Student Culture.  A review of West’s current data

shows that over the past year West has declined in academic progress. Our performance challenges are substantial across content areas as performance is below

D11 and the State, and most targets for improvement were not met.  Several areas did show improvement.  Student behavior infractions reported to the office

decreased by 50% and overall student behavior improved as evidenced by the student culture rubric.  Academic Achievement in Math grew one percentile rank

and Academic Growth in Math increased for All Students and Minority Students from Does not Meet to Approaching.  The building leadership team, staff, and

School Accountability Committee feel that the major improvement strategies are impacting our root causes and are beginning to eliminate them but some

adjustments need to be made to ensure that all students are impacted positively.  

 

In May 2019, the building leadership team worked together on root cause analysis for the 2019-2020 USIP while together at the CDE Convening.  The leadership

team used multiple sources of data including staff input from the collaboration days, ANet quarterly assessment data, Dibels data, Read 180/System 44 data,

AimsWeb and student behavior data.  Three major root causes were pre-identified:  1.  A lack of rigor in ELA/Writing instruction has failed to support West

Elementary students who struggle to own their learning. Making connections in their daily learning to application in varied situations and on assessments is

challenging for many due to lack of time for productive struggle. ELA Instruction which challenges student thinking and uses a strength-based approach, in new

and interesting ways, during daily core instruction needs to be in all classrooms to empower them to reach mastery. Students ability to track their progress using

data and set data-driven, timely, measurable goals will increase student efficacy.  2.  A lack of focus on math instruction has failed to support West Elementary

students who struggle to own their learning. Math Instruction which challenges student thinking at the appropriate level of rigor and focuses on the major works of

each grade, in new and interesting ways, during daily core instruction needs to be in all classrooms to empower them to reach mastery. Students' ability to track

their progress using data and set data-driven, timely, measurable goals will increase student efficacy. 3.  A lack of a strong schoolwide community where every

student takes ownership of their behavior and is willing to monitor and contribute to their positive environment. This leads to misconceptions, lack of boundaries,
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and inappropriate acting out. These behaviors interfere with the learning environment and cohesive community.  Work began on an action plan for improvement

strategies, professional learning and monitoring. These root causes were shared with the School Accountability Committee and staff at May meetings.

 

In June of 2019, the building leadership team worked together again to review West student data and continue action planning for the 2019-2020 school year.  A

one-page USIP was developed and an Action Plan was begun. 

The team met again in July and completed the draft of the action plan. 

West Elementary began working with the Achievement Network (ANet) in 2017-2018.  ANet provided interim benchmark assessments that teachers used to drive

instructional planning.  In addition, they provided professional development in text-first planning and data analysis for reengagement.  ANet Interim assessment

data in both ELA and Math showed that over the course of the year student performance was improving.  This was supported by improved performance on the

CMAS assessment as well.  In 2018-2019, ANet data again showed the students were making progress and getting closer to the Network average on assessment. 

After CMAS achievement and growth data were released for 2019, the building leadership team again looked at data and discovered that for 2018-2019 school

year Math achievement and growth had continued to improve but ELA and Science had declined slightly.  This resulted in a drop from Improvement to Priority

Improvement.  As we look deeply into individual student data and our changing student population we believe our improvement strategies were too broad in nature

to respond to the needs of some of our students.  In addition, an innovation with the use of an extra FTE pulled students out of their 90 minute core ELA

instruction.  Although the data indicated that these students made exceptional growth in Reading Lexile, their performance on CMAS actually declined. 

Adjustments to the school schedule have been made to ensure all students receive 90 minutes of core instruction in ELA.  An intervention schedule allows all

student to receive their core instruction and additional time research based intervention or extension.  Common PLC time has been maintained with in the school

day to allow teachers to plan and review data together.  ANet convening will focus on Math this year and will support us in continuing to improve student

performance in Math. Reading instruction will be delivered on a daily basis using specific instructional strategies (Clear learning Targets, Active Engagement

Questioning, Formative Assessment, Differentiation and Reinforcing Effort and Providing Recognition). This instruction will be delivered in small groups and will

include some before, during and after school tutoring. Data will be tracked and instruction will be adjusted to meet the needs of all students, especially FRL

students and including gifted students. We will also use the reading instructional strategies from STRIVE Training.

In Sept of 2019 the West Elementary School Accountability Committee reviewed the West USIP draft, root causes, and preliminary action plan.  A larger public

meeting is scheduled for Oct to review the School Performance Framework, USIP, and Title 1 School-wide plan. 

West Elementary strives to be a highly effective and results-oriented school where strategic planning marks the road to success. Our on-going assessments,

progress monitoring, and data driven instruction are designed to ensure that all students receive instruction based on their needs.  Additional academic student

supports are provided before, during, and after school.  Our standards for PLC’s are high quality and focused on curriculum, assessment data, and the cycle of

teaching and learning.  Our partnership with ANet insures increased data driven instruction within each classroom.  The Principal, Assistant Principal,
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Dean,  Teaching and Learning Coach (TLC) and Title 1 Coach are highly visible and are leaders in staff and student culture, data driven instruction, and continuous

school growth.

The efficacy of West Elementary staff is grounded in the D11 Mission   and Vision  : We dare to empower the whole student to profoundly impact our world : We are a

dynamic, collaborative community of energized educators, engaged students and supportive partners with a passion for continuous learning.

West will focus on three refined goals this school year.  First, we will increase the quality and rigor of instruction in ELA (Writing). Second, we will improve the

quality of instruction in math.  Third, we will transform student culture.  Our action plan for success is defined in our ACT Plan.

The READ Act requires teachers to assess the literacy development of K-3 students in the areas of phonemic awareness; phonics; vocabulary development; and

reading fluency, which includes mastery of oral skills and reading comprehension.  The READ Act requires the creation and implementation of an individual

intervention plan, called a READ plan, for students identified with a significant reading deficiency.   The effectiveness of the intervention strategies is progress

monitored and each READ plan is tailored to meet the individual needs of each student.   The number of students K-3 with a READ plan at the start of

2018-2019 and after validation was 48 by Spring of 2018-2019  42 students were still considered SRD (Significant Reading Deficiency.)  This is a reduction

of 12.5%.  Daily interventions using research based strategies were provided to all students on READ Plans.  In addition, after-school tutoring was available

 to any student who was willing/able to participate.  The percent of students who met or exceeded benchmark score on the DIBELS Next composite has

continued to increase.    

Within the District 11 boundaries, there are 53 preschool, Head Start, private for-profit and private not-for-profit and religiously based early childhood programs.

These programs are in Colorado Shines, but because participation is not required past Level 1 (state licensure), a rating of 1 does not necessarily mean the

program is of low quality; it could mean that the program simply does not input data into the Colorado Shines system.

Title I School Preschools within 1 mile radius Quality* preschool within 1 mile radius

West ES 7 3

*Quality = a rating of 4 or 5 by Colorado Shines

We know which kindergarten aged students attended D11 preschool programs and for how many years, but we have not gathered that information for all

kindergarten students. Midland does not currently have an in-house preschool.

The Alliance for Kids is El Paso County’s early childhood council. The Early Childhood trainer for preschools is the District 11 representative on the council. We

know which teachers have what credentials in all cases, but there has never been a correlation among credentials, teacher effectiveness ratings and student
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outcomes.

In terms of professional development, the Early Childhood office provides 18 hours per year of PD to all district and community contracted preschool providers. 

Topics for this year include Emotional Intelligence, Flip It behavior training, and supporting positive behavior.  Topics last year include curriculum, routines and

rituals, and intentional teaching. The district provides STEPs for reading classes for early childhood teachers. The district employs an Early Literacy Coach who

offers PD throughout the district.

The district currently has three systematized parent engagement avenues: BOE Policy IHBJ Parent/Guardian and Family Engagement in Title I Education;

Schoolwide Plans’ Parent and Stakeholder Involvement (SWP section 1); and the requires parent component for students identified as having a significant reading

deficiency (SRD) and have a READ Plan.

Other district resources that are available for our community are District 11’s public Montessori School, Buena Vista Elementary. Our Adult Education program that

has an infant through elementary child component and conducts home visits on a regular basis through Parents as Teachers. The Tesla Early Learning Center for

teen parents in high school is available so teen parents can attend school and have their babies well taken care of. District 11 students are the first in the Pikes

Peak region to all have an electronic library card through the Pikes Peak Library District.

Further information regarding Early Childhood in D11:

D11 has been offering free full-day kindergarten since 2005.

The district has been increasing the number of preschool classrooms steadily and now has classroom in all but three elementary schools.

District 11 has taken over several Head Start programs. Head Start does not require the rigorous levels of educational attainment as District 11.

Preschoolers are routinely identified through our McKinney-Vento identification process and recommended for immediate enrollment in preschool.

What we have learned through this preliminary examination of data is, while we have data, we do not have a lot of information about the relationship between early

childhood education and performance and achievement in the rest of the K-12 system. We are not yet at a place where we can definitively say whether we have a

Priority Performance Challenge related to Early Childhood or not. With that said, there are several things being put into place to assist with conversion of data to

information and to assist with a continuing Early Childhood focus.

We are exploring the possibility of conducting a district-wide survey of kindergarten parents to determine if their kindergarten students went to preschool, if so

where, and if so for how many years. Over time, this data could reveal patterns useful for decision-making. District 11 is also blueprinting a K-3 Literacy Academy

to, eventually, train all K-3 teachers in early literacy strategies (who do not already meet the requirements). We will be monitoring the recommendations of the

Dyslexia Committee at the state level. We also realize there is a need to increase effective transition strategies for preschool to kindergarten.

Parent involvement in Title I schools is a challenge for a variety of reasons: some parents work multiple jobs and therefore have limited time to dedicate to school

groups and committees; language barriers are often present in immigrant families and second language learner students, often accompanied by a fear of ''the

system'' by those parents who may be undocumented; a lack of understanding of the importance of parental involvement in students’ educations and the positive
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impact on student academic achievement, behavior and attendance that accompanies parental involvement; a belief that school and parenting are two distinct and

separate processes that should not become intertwined; and a belief by parents that school personnel are educational ''experts'' and that they-parents-lack the

skills and knowledge to become productive participants in school processes and decision making. These reasons may be among others.

With this in mind, West Elementary School employs specific strategies based upon research to increase the involvement of parents, families and community in

school processes and decision making by making those members of the school community and then asking for their assistance.

Strategy #1: At the beginning of the school year, we conduct a parent-teacher event for incoming Kindergarten parents. Parents are invited via phone call to come

to the school to meet with the student’s teacher for the upcoming year. The purpose of this meeting is to establish a teacher-parent relationship. Teachers may

assess the incoming students for appropriate teacher placement as well to answer any questions the parents and or students may have as they transition into

Kindergarten.  The school also provides all of the parents with resources for the parents to support their student at home.

Strategy #2: Open House for parents, families and community occurs in September approximately two weeks after school opens. The purpose of Open House is to

showcase the school for parents, extended family members and members/businesses from the community. We utilize this time to review the parent compact,

school and district parent involvement policies, and strategies from the School-wide Plan. We also give the parents an opportunity to meet their student(s)

teacher(s) and become familiar with what to expect for the upcoming year. We also invite different groups such as the Pikes Peak Library, Boy Scouts of America,

Girl Scouts of America, and the PTA to provide information to get the students involved in different groups.

Strategy #3: School-to-home communication. Daily two-way communication between teachers and parents is vital. To facilitate this, West Elementary provides all

students with a student planner that is a vehicle for notes to and from teachers/parents, and also includes the Title I Annual Notification of parent rights and the

Parent-Teacher-Student compact. We also use Class Dojo to communicate with the families to ensure they have access to the daily activities in the school.

Strategy #4: Parent-Teacher Conferences:  During parent teacher conferences in October, West teachers work to ensure 100% participation.  Phone calls are

made to all families to schedule.  Events are also scheduled during the conference days to increase attendance.  AVID strategies are taught to parents and

students in the Media Center.  All students who participate in a conference with their parents and go to three AVID stations are able to receive a coupon to spend

toward a book in the Book Fair.

Strategy #5:  Principal’s 2nd Cup of Coffee.  These meetings are scheduled monthly to meet with parents and receive their input, feedback on the School-wide plan

discuss student achievement and assessment data.

Strategy #6:  Title 1 Family Nights.  Family nights are planned to engage parents and students in activities designed to address the major improvement strategies

of the USIP.  (Math, Literacy and Culture)

 

Trend Analysis

 Increasing then decreasingTrend Direction:
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 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic Achievement (Status)Performance Indicator Target:

Academic Achievement - English Language Arts: Student performance for All Students from 2017 to 2019 was rated as Approaching. However performance increased

and then decreased from 2017 to 2019. (Percentile Rank = 24, 28, 19). This is notable because performance is still below state expectations.

 DecreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic Achievement (Status)Performance Indicator Target:

Academic Achievement - Science: For the subgroup Minority Students the rating in 2017 and 2019 was Does not Meet. There was not a large enough n in 2018 to report

(Percentile Rank = 11, 6)

 Increasing then decreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic Achievement (Status)Performance Indicator Target:

Academic Achievement - Science: For the subgroup of FRL the rating in 2017 was Does Not Meet. In 2018 it increased to Approaching and in 2019 it declined to Does

Not Meet. (Percentile Rank = 12, 26, 11)

 IncreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic Achievement (Status)Performance Indicator Target:

The percentage of students who met or exceeded benchmark scores on the DIBELS Next Composite: Spring 2017- 40%, Spring 2018- 48%, Spring 2019 - 52%

 Stable then increasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic Achievement (Status)Performance Indicator Target:

Academic Achievement - Math: For the subgroup Minority Students the rating in 2017, 2018 and 2019 the rating was Does Not Meet. (Percentile Rank = 11,11,12) This is

notable because performance is far below state expectations.
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 IncreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic Achievement (Status)Performance Indicator Target:

Academic Achievement - Math: For the subgroup of FRL the rating in 2017 was Does Not Meet. In 2018 and 2019 it was Approaching. Percentile Rank = (9, 12, 15) This

is notable because performance is below state expectations.

 Increasing then decreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic Achievement (Status)Performance Indicator Target:

Academic Achievement - English Language Arts: For the subgroup of FRL the rating in 2017 was Approaching. In 2018, the rating was still Approaching but improved

significantly in Percentile Rank. In 2019, it was still approaching but declined in percentile rank. (Percentile Rank = 16,28,16) This is notable because performance is still

below state expectations.

 Increasing then decreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic Achievement (Status)Performance Indicator Target:

Academic Achievement - English Language Arts: For the subgroup of Minority Students the rating in 2017 was Does Not Meet. In 2018, it increased to Approaching and

in 2019 it declined to Does Not Meet. (Percentile Rank = 13,18, 9) This is notable because performance is still below state expectations.

 Increasing then decreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic Achievement (Status)Performance Indicator Target:

Academic Achievement -Science: All Students were rated as Approaching in 2017 and 2018. All Students declined to Does Not Meet in 2019. The percentile rank

declined and then increased. (Percentile Rank = 16, 26, 11) This is notable because performance is still below state expectations.

 IncreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic Achievement (Status)Performance Indicator Target:
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Academic Achievement - Math: Student performance for All Students was Does Not Meet in 2017, and Approaching in 2018 and 2019 Performance in increasing from

2017 to 2019. (Percentile Rank = 13,17,18) This is notable because performance is still far below state expectations.

 Increasing then decreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic GrowthPerformance Indicator Target:

Academic Growth - English Language Arts: All Students were rated as Does Not Meet on the 2017 SPF. In 2018, All Students increased to Approaching. In 2019, All

Students declined to Does Not Meet. The MGP for All Students = 34, 48, 34.5. This is notable because All Students still do not meet state expectations.

 Increasing then decreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic GrowthPerformance Indicator Target:

Academic Growth - English Language Arts: For the subgroup of FRL the rating in 2017 was Does Not Meet. In 2018 it increased to Meets. In 2019, the rating declined to

Does Not Meet (MGP = 31,50,33 ). This is notable because the MGP is below 50.

 IncreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic GrowthPerformance Indicator Target:

Academic Growth - Math: All Students were rated as Does Not Meet on the 2017 and 2018 SPF. All Students increased to Approaching in 2019. The MGP for All

Students = 24,33, 35.5. This is notable because growth does not meet state expectations.

 Increasing then decreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic GrowthPerformance Indicator Target:

Academic Growth - English Language Arts: For the subgroup of Minority Students the rating in 2017 was Does Not Meet. In 2018, the rating improved to Approaching. In

2019 the rating declined to Does Not Meet (MGP = 30,40, 33). This is notable because the MGP is below 50.

 IncreasingTrend Direction:
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 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic GrowthPerformance Indicator Target:

Academic Growth - Math: For the subgroup FRL the rating for 2017, 2018 and 2019 was Does Not Meet. (MGP = 26,33,34) This is notable because MGP is below 50.

 IncreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Academic GrowthPerformance Indicator Target:

Academic Growth - Math: For the subgroup Minority Students the rating for2017 and 2018 was Does Not Meet. In 2019 it increased to Approaching (MGP = 27.5,33,37)

This is notable because although the trend is increasing the MGP is below 50.

 Increasing then decreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Disaggregated AchievementPerformance Indicator Target:

Over the last three years, the percentage of students who have met or exceeded performance expectations on CMAS ELA have been 22%, 24%, 22% in 3rd grade. This

is notable because performance is below expectations.

 Increasing then decreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Disaggregated AchievementPerformance Indicator Target:

Over the last three years, the percentage of students who have met or exceeded performance expectations on CMAS Math have been 15%, 24% and 16% for 4th grade.

This is notable because performance is below expectations.

 IncreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Disaggregated AchievementPerformance Indicator Target:

Over the last three years, the percentage of students who have met or exceeded performance expectations on CMAS ELA have been 25%, 29% and 32% in 4th grade.

This is notable because performance is below expectations.
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 Increasing then decreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Disaggregated AchievementPerformance Indicator Target:

Over the last three years, the percentage of students who have met or exceeded performance expectations on CMAS ELA have been 31%, 35% and 26% in 5th grade.

This is notable because performance is below expectations.

 Decreasing then increasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Disaggregated AchievementPerformance Indicator Target:

Over the last three years, the percentage of students who have met or exceeded performance expectations on CMAS Math have been 28%, 24%, and 31% for 3rd grade.

This is notable because performance is below expectations.

 IncreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Disaggregated AchievementPerformance Indicator Target:

Over the last three years, the percentage of students who have met or exceeded performance expectations on CMAS Math have been 10%, 14% and 18% for 5th grade.

This is notable because performance is well below expectations.

 DecreasingTrend Direction:

 YesNotable Trend:

 Student BehaviorPerformance Indicator Target:

Office reported student behavior incidents have increased and then decreased over a three year span. 437, 526 and 268. We believe some of the increase was due to a

change in leadership and the practice of reporting, Individual student misbehavior is still excessive and is interfering with instruction.

Priority Performance Challenges and Root Causes

Priority Performance Challenge: Academic Achievement

Academic achievement is below the District and State in all catagories. All groups still fall either into Approaching or Does Not Meet categories.
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Root Cause: Lack of quality and rigor in instruction.

A lack of rigor in ELA/Writing instruction has failed to support West Elementary students who struggle to own their learning. Making connections in their

daily learning to application in varied situations and on assessments is challenging for many due to lack of time for productive struggle. ELA Instruction

which challenges student thinking and uses a strength-based approach, in new and interesting ways, during daily core instruction needs to be in all

classrooms to empower them to reach mastery. Students ability to track their progress using data and set data-driven, timely, measurable goals will

increase student efficacy. Our lack of focus on math instruction has failed to support West Elementary students who struggle to own their learning.

Math Instruction which challenges student thinking at the appropriate level of rigor and focuses on the major works of each grade, in new and

interesting ways, during daily core instruction needs to be in all classrooms to empower them to reach mastery. Students' ability to track their progress

using data and set data-driven, timely, measurable goals will increase student efficacy.

Priority Performance Challenge: Academic Growth

Academic growth is below the District and State. All groups still fall either into Approaching or Does Not Meet categories.

Root Cause: Lack of quality and rigor in instruction.

A lack of rigor in ELA/Writing instruction has failed to support West Elementary students who struggle to own their learning. Making connections in their

daily learning to application in varied situations and on assessments is challenging for many due to lack of time for productive struggle. ELA Instruction

which challenges student thinking and uses a strength-based approach, in new and interesting ways, during daily core instruction needs to be in all

classrooms to empower them to reach mastery. Students ability to track their progress using data and set data-driven, timely, measurable goals will

increase student efficacy. Our lack of focus on math instruction has failed to support West Elementary students who struggle to own their learning.

Math Instruction which challenges student thinking at the appropriate level of rigor and focuses on the major works of each grade, in new and

interesting ways, during daily core instruction needs to be in all classrooms to empower them to reach mastery. Students' ability to track their progress

using data and set data-driven, timely, measurable goals will increase student efficacy.

Priority Performance Challenge: Student Culture

Individual student behavior referrals are declining. Although the student culture rubric indicates an overall improvement in behavior school-wide. Student

behavior still has a negative impact on time to teach and overall academic performance.

Root Cause: Lack of a Comprehensive Student Support Model

West lacks a strong schoolwide community where every student takes ownership of their behavior and is willing to monitor and contribute to their

positive environment. This leads to misconceptions, lack of boundaries, and inappropriate acting out. These behaviors interfere with the learning

environment and cohesive community.
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Magnitude of Performance Challenges and Rationale for Selection:

These challenges affect the majority of the school population.  They affect All Students and all disaggregated subgroups.  

Magnitude of Root Causes and Rationale for Selection:

When considering school-wide data and trends at West Elementary, it is clear that the root causes to be considered need to span across all content areas. 

The West Leadership Team, staff and School Accountability Committee examined historical data trends from multiple assessments.  Those assessments 

indicated that although West has begun to show increases in almost all groups, a dip in achievement occurred in the past year for ELA and Science. The

team looked at previously identified and potential root causes through a variety of perspectives to help focus on specific challenges and appropriate

responses.  The refined root causes, if addressed with specific actions, will lead to improvement. 

 

Action Plans
Planning Form

Transform Student Culture

What will success look like: Over the last year, West Elementary has transformed student culture by providing students with clearly defined expectations, implementing

consistent routines and procedures throughout the building, following the PBIS system, and implementing the Comprehensive Student Support Model (CSSM). Our next

step will be implementation of Capturing Kids Hearts strategies and structures for all students, including gifted students. Reduce office-managed discipline referrals by

20% from 2018-19 school year. 100% of teachers will implement the components of the CKH EXCEL model. (Engage - Welcome, handshake, affirm; X-Plore - Explore

needs: Listen, Good Things - 3 to 5 minutes only; Communicate - Content Dialogue; Empower - Develop skills: Use and Do; Launch - End and send: make them want to

come back). West Elementary's average score on all areas in our West Elementary Culture Rubric will be proficient. PBIS participation in final quarter tier party will be

100%.

Describe the research/evidence base supporting the strategy and why it is a good fit: Capturing Kids' Hearts (CKH) is a program developed by the Flippen Group to

assist schools in promoting pro-social interactions and character development while reducing student's negative behaviors. The program is based on the social-cognitive
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learning approach.

Associated Root Causes:

Lack of a Comprehensive Student Support Model:

West lacks a strong schoolwide community where every student takes ownership of their behavior and is willing to monitor and contribute to their positive

environment. This leads to misconceptions, lack of boundaries, and inappropriate acting out. These behaviors interfere with the learning environment and

cohesive community.

Implementation Benchmarks Associated with MIS

IB Name Description
Start/End/

Repeats
Key Personnel Status

Action Steps Associated with MIS

Name Description Start/End Date Resource Key Personnel Status

Increase the quality and rigor of instruction in ELA(Writing)

What will success look like: West Elementary has been focused on text-first planning. This is defined as teachers analyzing text for the qualitative features of text

complexity and identifying what makes it challenging for students. Text dependent questions are developed to lead the students to the central understanding and meet the

challenging aspects of the text. Teachers also write exemplar responses to the focus questions, compare it to the grade level standard and then score student writing. A

focus on student writing is our next step to continue to raise the level of rigor, which we define as challenging students to think in new and different ways, and improve

student outcomes in ELA. We will continue intentional text-first planning and provide instructional scaffolds within a lesson/unit that support students to independently

analyze passages and write in response to text. Teachers will reflect on data to design reengagement to improve levels of mastery. Students will use AVID strategies for

notetaking and organization to improve their habits of work. Students will review their data, set goals and create portfolios of their work to increase their efficacy. 100% of

teachers will implement intentional text first planning with appropriate instructional scaffolds, as evidenced by completed planning document per unit and walk-throughs.

100% of teachers align writing instruction and feedback with standards, as evidenced by use of rubrics/checklists for staff and student self-assessment to create a

common language (Ex: Vermont Writing Project/Lucy Calkins - Rubrics for proficiency, plus conventions by grade level TBD in PLC). 100% of students, including gifted

students, will be able to independently analyze passages and write in response to text, as measured by a portfolio of constructed responses scored by self/peers/teacher.

Average score of all students tested on ANet A3 third quarter benchmark assessment will meet or exceed the network average.

Describe the research/evidence base supporting the strategy and why it is a good fit: ANet and PLC's have helped strengthen the instructional culture of West.
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Implementing the shifts in the common core and understanding the rigor that supports instructional practice. ANet is on the advisory list of providers approved by the

Colorado Department of Education for School Redesign and they have provided concrete evidence of their ability to improve outcomes for students in low-performing

schools. According to ACSD, research has shown that PLCs increase collaboration among educators, develop shared language and standards of practice, and improve

school climate and culture.

Associated Root Causes:

Lack of quality and rigor in instruction.:

A lack of rigor in ELA/Writing instruction has failed to support West Elementary students who struggle to own their learning. Making connections in their daily

learning to application in varied situations and on assessments is challenging for many due to lack of time for productive struggle. ELA Instruction which

challenges student thinking and uses a strength-based approach, in new and interesting ways, during daily core instruction needs to be in all classrooms to

empower them to reach mastery. Students ability to track their progress using data and set data-driven, timely, measurable goals will increase student efficacy.

Our lack of focus on math instruction has failed to support West Elementary students who struggle to own their learning. Math Instruction which challenges

student thinking at the appropriate level of rigor and focuses on the major works of each grade, in new and interesting ways, during daily core instruction needs

to be in all classrooms to empower them to reach mastery. Students' ability to track their progress using data and set data-driven, timely, measurable goals will

increase student efficacy.

Implementation Benchmarks Associated with MIS

IB Name Description
Start/End/

Repeats
Key Personnel Status

Action Steps Associated with MIS

Name Description Start/End Date Resource Key Personnel Status

Improve the quality of instruction in Math.

What will success look like: West has not focused on improvement in math. Students have historically scored below the state and district averages. Math instruction

has not led to desired results. West will begin by increasing the quality of instruction in Math through three intentional shifts. Focus: We will focus strongly where the

standards focus. Rigor: In major topics, we will pursue conceptual understanding, procedural skill and fluency, and application. Coherence: Teachers will work together to

think across grades, and link to major topics within grades. Teachers will study the major work of the grade to understand the demands and aspects of rigor called for by

the standards. They will analyze instructional materials for evidence of focus and rigor, and make adaptations as necessary to better reflect the shifts. Teachers will use
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PLC meetings to examine math standards and identify concepts and skills students need to know and be able to do. They will align their instruction to the level of rigor in

the standards. Teachers will use ANet Interim benchmark assessment to backwards plan from the schedule of assessed standards. Average score of all students tested

on ANet A3 third quarter benchmark assessment will meet or exceed the network average. 100% of teachers will use the applicable standards document to ensure the

majority their instruction is focused on the major works of the grade, as evidenced by observation. "100% of teachers will plan their instructional approach based on the

aspect of rigor: conceptual, procedural and application, needed for student mastery, as evidenced by lesson plans, walkthroughs, and PLC discussions. "

Describe the research/evidence base supporting the strategy and why it is a good fit: ANet and PLC's have helped strengthen the instructional culture of West.

Implementing the shifts in the common core and understanding the rigor that supports instructional practice. ANet is on the advisory list of providers approved by the

Colorado Department of Education for School Redesign and they have provided concrete evidence of their ability to improve outcomes for students in low-performing

schools. According to ACSD, research has shown that PLCs increase collaboration among educators, develop shared language and standards of practice, and improve

school climate and culture.

Associated Root Causes:

Lack of quality and rigor in instruction.:

A lack of rigor in ELA/Writing instruction has failed to support West Elementary students who struggle to own their learning. Making connections in their daily

learning to application in varied situations and on assessments is challenging for many due to lack of time for productive struggle. ELA Instruction which

challenges student thinking and uses a strength-based approach, in new and interesting ways, during daily core instruction needs to be in all classrooms to

empower them to reach mastery. Students ability to track their progress using data and set data-driven, timely, measurable goals will increase student efficacy.

Our lack of focus on math instruction has failed to support West Elementary students who struggle to own their learning. Math Instruction which challenges

student thinking at the appropriate level of rigor and focuses on the major works of each grade, in new and interesting ways, during daily core instruction needs

to be in all classrooms to empower them to reach mastery. Students' ability to track their progress using data and set data-driven, timely, measurable goals will

increase student efficacy.

Implementation Benchmarks Associated with MIS

IB Name Description
Start/End/

Repeats
Key Personnel Status

Action Steps Associated with MIS

Name Description Start/End Date Resource Key Personnel Status

School Target Setting
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   Priority Performance Challenge : Academic Achievement

  Academic Achievement (Status)   PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: 

MEASURES / METRICS:

2019-2020: Increase the percentile ranking by 5% for ELA, Math and Science based upon the 2018-2019 ranking.

2020-20: Increase the percentile ranking by 5% for ELA, Math and Science based upon the 2019-2020 ranking.

 INTERIM MEASURES FOR 2019-2020: Dibels Progress Monitoring all students K-5, ANet Quarterly Assessments 2-5, AimsWeb Math K-1, STAR Reading 1-5,

READ180/Sys44 Lexile

   Priority Performance Challenge : Academic Growth

  Academic Growth   PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: 

MEASURES / METRICS:

2019-2020: The MGP for ELA for All Students will be a minimum of 40. The MGP for Math for All Student will be a minimum of

40.

2020-20: The MGP for ELA for All Student will be a minimum of 50. The MGP for Math for All Students will be a minimum of 50.

 INTERIM MEASURES FOR 2019-2020: Dibels Progress Monitoring all students K-5, ANet Quarterly Assessments 2-5, AimsWeb Math K-1, STAR Reading 1-5,

READ180/Sys44 Lexile

   Priority Performance Challenge : Student Culture

ANNUAL

PERFORMANCE

TARGETS

ANNUAL

PERFORMANCE

TARGETS
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  Student Behavior   PERFORMANCE INDICATOR: 

MEASURES / METRICS:

2019-2020: Student behavior referrals will decrease by 20% from 2018-2019.

2020-20: Student behavior referrals will decrease by 20% from 2019-2020.

 INTERIM MEASURES FOR 2019-2020: Office Referrals, Student Culture Rubric Scores, Teacher Implementation of CKH EXCEL Model, PBIS Tier Party.

ANNUAL

PERFORMANCE

TARGETS


